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• We can accurately predict word recognition and recall memorability scores.
• We used distributed semantic representations to present a novel, generalizable, and high performing 

method to predict and better understand memorability. 
• We can also further explore what semantic cues tend to be associated with high and low memorability scores.
• This approach has the potential to extend our theoretical understanding of memorability and be used in various 

practical applications.
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Methods

Performance of the Predictive Models Theoretical Implications

Conclusions

We used large datasets of word memorability in combination with 
high-dimensional distributed semantic representations and 

off-the-shelf machine learning techniques, to build predictive 
models of word memorability.

Previous work has shown that certain words are more likely to 
be recognized or recalled than others, regardless of the context 

in which they are presented.

What determines how memorable a particular word is? 

Interpreting Memorability Using Lexicons

There are no existing models that can predict the absolute 
memorability (recallability or recognizability) of an arbitrary word.

‘psycholinguistic’ 
word features

semantics

• Word frequency
• Emotional Valence
• Imageability

• Survival and reproductive success
• Snacks and spiders
• Contamination

Distributed Semantic Representations

Word Feature Representations Human Predictions

In 2 parallel online experiments (N = 
478 and N = 469), participants rated 

the memorability of items.

We aggregate all human predictions 
for each word.

Comparing the influential semantic categories in 
recognition and recall.

!(recognition, recall) = .09, p = .04

Based on actual memorability

Based on model predictions

!(ℎ$%ℎ &'('& )*+'%,!$'-recognition, ℎ$%ℎ &'('& )*+'%,!$'-recall) = .57, p < .001

!(&,. &'('& )*+'%,!$'-recognition, l,. &'('& )*+'%,!$'-recall) = .75, p < .001

Potential applications of our approach:
experimental design, new features, evidence for existing features

!(recognition, humor) = .33, p < .001

!(recall, humor) = .15, p < .001

N = 821, each person rated 211 using a 1 to 5 scale, Engelthaler & Hills (2018)
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